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NEW QUESTION: 1
A vulnerability in which of the following components would be
MOST difficult to detect?
A. Kernel
B. Shared libraries
C. Hardware
D. System application
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer recently implemented Workspace
Environment Management (WEM) in an existing XenDesktop
infrastructure to include deployment of Agent Host on several
Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) machines. After beginning to
configure various global settings for users, the engineer
realized that all Agent Hosts should NOT share all the same
settings, since each set of users requires different settings
and policies for their sessions.
Which option should the engineer configure to provide different
settings and policies for user sessions?
A. Use the existing single WEM Site to configure all required
global settings and allow the Site to manage the different
settings required for each user session.
B. Create additional WEM Sites, then configure each Agent Host
to manage the different settings required for each user
session.
C. Use the existing single WEM Site to configure all required
global settings and then configure each Agent Host to manage
the different settings required for each user session.
D. Create additional WEM Sites, set the required settings and
policy configurations for each Site, then point each Agent Host
to one of the Sites containing it needs to apply to user
sessions.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
As the supply management professional which of the following is
of least importance?
A. The supplier has a formal safety program.
B. The supplier has a formal accident tracking system.
C. The supplier continually reviews subcontractor safety
policies.
D. The supplier never has accidents.
Answer: D
Explanation:
As the supply management professional, from the choices, the
choice "the supplier never has accidents" is of least
importance. The remaining are all important considerations: All
companies have an accident occasionally what is important is
that they have a solid safety program, methods to track
accidents, and they review all of their subcontractors through
the supply chain. The supplier has a formal safety program. The
supplier has a formal accident tracking system. The supplier
continually reviews subcontractor safety policies.
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